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1.0. Introduction
Misaal currently operates in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, and
Rajasthan. As per work plan synthesized in the annual convention in January,
Misaal proposed to work on capacity building of community and change-makers
themselves on issues of Health, Sanitation, Education and constitutional rights and
entitlements. On issues of health, education, sanitation change-makers across sites
have assisted community members in applying for government schemes, details of
which are given below in the document. On awareness program, change makers
have organised training sessions in community and in regional Misaal help centers.
Also, two of Misaal supervisors (Nasir Ali- Haryana, and Saleem Ansari - UP) were
able to receive Jan Sahas fellowship (Jan Sahas is an organization working on
capacity building of community by enabling grass roots activist on constitutional
rights and democratic principle) which will enable them to get support from the Jan
Sahas in order to enrich their understanding of constitutional values and rights.
During past three months Misaal, with support from change-makers had
successfully managed to reach out to around 798 people by assisting them in
applying for various social protection schemes, and also engaged with 663 people in
42 public meetings- community meetings, parents teacher meetings across sites.
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2.0.Socio-economic Rights
2.1. Alwar, Rajasthan
Misaal initiated a fellowship program in Alwar, Rajasthan in April. Fellows Shahrukh Khan, a resident of
Tijara Village in Alwar, began work by doing social mapping of the three villages (Rabhana, Jakhokhar, and
ChawadiKhurd) and Need assessment Baseline Survey of 100 households. In the due process of doing these
social mapping and surveys, fellow had organised one training-cum-community meeting in Rabhana village
wherein, with support provided by State Supervisor Nasir Ali, a discussion on “Old age pension” happened.
From June onwards, fellow will be assisting community members in applying for social protection schemes.
It was observed that the women folk mostly work as laborers or factory workers. Those who are relatively
better off work on their own land. Due to lack of exposure these women are mostly unaware of the health
schemes rolled out by the government. The fellows noted that although there are generally large families in
the community but education is playing a positive role in changing this picture. Families with literate
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couples were found to be having lesser children as compared to families with illiterate parents.
It was observed that people didn’t have proper knowledge of the social seucurity schemes. People weren't
benefiting from Khadya Suraksha scheme. Old people were unable to receive their pensions due to
erroneous documents.
The training cum meeting on “Old age pension” in Rabhana village was the first training organised by fellow
Shahrukh. According to Shahrukh he was able to learn how to converse with people, how to train in order to
build sustainable relationship with people. He also had a chance to learn how to document the training.
According to Shahrukh preparedness is important in training. He believes there is a scope of improvement in
his articulation. He is confident he can now organise a training programe all by himself although it’s better to
have a senior fellow [Nasir] around as a guide. Shahrukh said during the training they were not able to show
trainees the videos properly and laptop is necessary for that.

2.2. Punhana, Haryana
State Supervisor, Nasir Ali, has been doing capacity building of Community in Punhana. He organised a
community meeting in Punhana wherein he discussed about BPL residence scheme and Ration Card. In the
discussion, discrepancy in allotment of BPL residence emerged as the major challenge in availing the benefits
of the scheme by the community members. After the consultation, community members proposed to file a
complaint through “CM Complaint Window.”
Nasir had assisted community in applying for the following social protection schemes and essential
documents.
SI.no

SCHEME/ ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS

Number

1

Widow Pension

7

2

Child Protection Scheme

4

3

Old Age Pension

3

4

Labour Card

3

5

Ration Card

2

6

Residence Certificate (Haryana)

7

Income Certificate

5

8

Kshrmyogi Card

11

9

Disability Pension

5

10

Marriage allowance

3

11

Birth Certificate

2
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Nasir mobilized people above age of 60 and supported them in the process of applying for pension scheme till
they started receiving their pension.
The orientation organized for Jan sahas Fellowship was a very important learning experience for Nasir. He
learnt that justice is a right of every citizen of the country and must be enjoyed by all equally without any
discrimination whatsoever. He learnt about the fundamental rights that the constitution guarantees which
he was ignorant about before. Nasir also tried to convey this knowledge to people in his community
especially the children.
Through the TV series Samvidhaan, Nasir was able to know about the history of constitution. On how it was
drafted, what were the debacles faced, how women’s rights were introduced, how rights of minorities were
incorporated in it.
On gender sensitization session Nasir says he was able to know that there is a gender spectrum and that there
are more than three genders. He learnt about homosexuality, on how people of the same sex can be attracted
to one other naturally. All of which he was unaware of before.

2.3. Uttar Pradesh
Fellowship
Misaal Fellow, Khurshida, in Budhana, Uttar Pradesh had been working in Falah-e-aam Colony
(Muzzafarnagar Riot victim Settlement Colony) among women and is trying to convince the women in
community to form Self-Help Groups. There is already one group – Roshni – which is performing quite
effectively in availing state government proposed stitching contracts. This women’s group will enable more
women to acquire more tenders for stitching uniforms for government school children.
As per work plan fellow was working on spreading awareness regarding school education. With her and
Taleem teacher’s regular interaction and with guardians of the children in the community, she had
successfully managed to get 16 children back to school.
The process of mobilizing the women in the community was not easy for Khursheeda. According to her it was
a painstaking process to build confidence in the community women. It was hard for her to convince the
women in the self-help group that their money is safe in a joint account. How was she able to do this? She
says she was in constant touch with these women. She used complete transparency to build trust. Whenever
the money came in the account she showed it to them and ensured them that their money is safe. Thus they
became content.
Also when the groups were founded and they applied for the Revolving Fund, it was quite a challenging
journey. According to her, teachers would often reject the dresses they made, so they had to make it again
and again. In the process she was able to build a stronger relationship with the community women. To work
out this problem Khursheeda and the women then contacted the person whose dress was accepted by the
teachers and learnt from him on how to do it.
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Thus they were successfully able to complete the task by themselves.
In the parents teachers meeting at the taleem centres fellows talked to parents on importance of education
for their children. They gave them examples on how hard would it be if their children were not able to get
education. That they would end up like them dependent on other people. The people in the community were
reluctant in sending their daughters to schools. They used to say unless 4 to 5 girls start going to school they
won’t send their daughters to school. So someone had to take this initiative until a person named Shahzad in
the colony announced that he will be admitting his two daughters and one niece to the school. This lead to a
snowball effect and girls convinced their parents to allow them to go to school. Now every girl goes to school
and Khursheeda is closely monitoring them.
Taleem Centre
Three Taleem centres across Uttar Pradesh in Budhana, Jaunpur, and Banda are running under the aegis of
Misaal. Collectively these centres are providing basic literacy to 105 children of whom there are 80 girls and
25 boys. Taleem teachers – Altaf in Banda, Najma in Budhana, and Reemu in Jaupur, had organised a
community meeting with the parents of the children enrolled in the centres. In these meetings they
discussed about the importance of education and talked about getting admission in local government
schools of the children who were school dropout, and as a result 21 children, 16 in Budhana and 5 in Banda,
took admission in government schools. Across three Taleem centres, Taleem teachers also conducted
monthly tests of the children to assess the learning progress.
The Fellow noticed that the children in the community are not from the state where they are residing. They
don’t have any resources and hence are forced to work as rag pickers to earn a livelihood. These children
work as child laborers.
According to Reemu making these children aware as well as providing them support is the important thing
to do. In order to convince the parents to send their children to school fellows gave examples on the
repercussions of being illiterate. They mentioned the importance and benefits of education and how it can
change the lives of their children and they won’t have to lead the same lives as they did.
Rozgaar Centre
Misaal supports one Rozgaar centre in Banda, Uttar Pradesh. Rozgaar trainer Shahzadi was providing
stitching training to 20 women and adult girls of the locality. Unfortunately, because of her health constraint,
she had stopped working in the centre and in May, Misaal closed its centre in Banda. State Supervisor Saleem,
local mentor Ruby Zainab is looking for a suitable replacement of Shahzadi, once we get someone to provide
training, we will resume the centre.
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2.4. Bihar
Fellowship
As of now, Misaal supports three fellows in two sites in Bihar – Phulwarishareef, Patna and Vaishali. In
Phulwarishreef, fellows – Anjum and Shakila are actively involved in organising workshop and creating
awareness regarding gender discrimination in society. Fellows had organised two workshops in
Phulwarishareef Misaal Help Centre, one for gender sensitization wherein they showcased videos to sensitize
the participant, followed by a discussion, and another on awareness regarding education and process of
getting admission in local government and non-government schools.
The fellows informed the community about the workshop to be organised. In the workshop they showed
participants three videos and after each video there was a 25 minute interaction session. Prior to showing the
video fellows noted that people were of the opinion that the two genders are not equal and had different
roles. But the video had an effect and many realised that how this discrimination is affecting lives of their girl
child even though they might not even realize that. A total of 74 people participated in the two workshops
The larger number of participants were women and only 10 were men.
Fellow Shahim in Vaishali is working on promoting awareness regarding education and health and in the
process he had organised community meeting to talk about scholarship available and Central government
health Scheme Ayush Man Bharat Yojna.
Apart from the community meetings and workshops following table give description of the applications of
social protection and entitlements assisted by fellows in different sites.
SI.no

SCHEME/ ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS
Shakila

NUMBERS
Anjum

1

Pan card

1

5

2

Bank account

2

1

3

Income certificate

5

4

Residence certificate

5

Voter ID

58

6

Adhaar Card

5

7

Ayushman Bharat Yojna
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5

16

10
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SI.no

SCHEME/ ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS
Shakila

8

Ujwalla Gas Scheme

7

9

Pension Application

2

10

PM Life Insurance Scheme

11

Death Certificate

12

Birth Certificate

13

Vaccination

NUMBERS
Anjum

Shahim

3

1

6

20

35

Taleem Centres
Misaal supports two Taleem centres in Bihar- Phulwarishreef and Patna City. Collectively in both centres
there are 122 children enrolled of whom there are 58 boys and girls. Both the Taleem teachers- Firoz in
Phulwarishareef and Savita in Patna City had done the social profiling of the families of these children and
based on the profiling report, fellow Anjum and Shakila had conducted a meeting with these parents to
identify the issue of intervention on priority. In June, Fellows will be assisting Taleem teachers to help the
community members in application of basic entitlements and social protection schemes. Taleem teachers at
both the centres had also taken a monthly test to assess the learning progress of the children enrolled in the
centres.
In social profiling fellow Savita found that these families on average were large with 5 to 6 children. Most of
the family members didn’t have an identity card, bank account or a ration card. Savita found that these
people worked in low income jobs like making bags, pulling rickshaws. They lived in rented homes.
Women In the community are disenfranchised. They work as domestic workers. According to Savita
education is an important issue that needs to be addressed in this community besides people in the
community were interested in learning the skill of stitching so that they are able to earn a living.
Firoz in his social profiling also observed that people were living in rented houses. He observed that they
were involved in low income jobs and were mostly labourers. Their families were large and also illiterate.
According to Firoz Education and livelihood are two important issues that need to be addressed.
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Rozgaar Centre
With the support of Misaal, there is one Rozgaar centre running in Phulwarishreef Help Centre. Rozgaar
trainer Rizwana is providing stitching training to 31 trainees in Phulwarishreef Help Centre. The training
program is in fourth month of the six month training module. Rizwana had also done the social profiling of
the families of the trainees. Fellows Anjum and Shakila had done a meeting with the families and will be
assisting Rozgaar Trainer to help the community members in application of basic entitlements and social
protection schemes.

2.5. Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
Arshi Qureshi is managing a Taleem centre in Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh with the support of Misaal. In her
centre 16 children- 10 boys and 6 girls- who belong to rag picking community are enrolled. In her centre
apart from regular basic training of literacy, she uses play-way method to sensitize these children about the
sexual abuse. These children who are on the field in search of their livelihood are very prone to these. To
make use of the Taleem centre she herself started to provide basic hand knitting training to the children of
the centre.
Misaal also supports a Rozgaar training centre in Bhopal. Rozgaar trainer, Sajida Bi, is providing regular
training of stitching to 15 trainees. The training is third month of six month training program.
According to Arshi since children from rag picker community are vulnerable that’s how she realised the
importance on working on the issue of sexual abuse. She chose the same community that she teaches in the
taleem centre i.e. children from the rag picker community. Arshi said they teach the children through
demonstration. Children are taught not to trust strangers and given guidelines on whom to contact
whenever such a thing might happen. They made children see a film called Komal which was based on good
touch bad touch. Initially she found out that girls were hesitant to talk about their experiences. But there
was a 15 year old girl who shared her story of abuse. Arshi collaborates with an organisation namely Aram
seth who also had a chat with children on the same.

3.0. Insaaf

The Insaaf portion of our work involves various components - like work of grassroots level activists working
with people in Assam supporting them to file their claims and objections for inclusion in the list of National
Register of Citizens. Within this portion of the work data collection and documentation is an important step
that was pursued during this month since the NRC final list is on the verge of being published while many
people in the State anxiously wait for their inclusion in the same.
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Documentation of cases of three kind, Claims, Objections and D- Voter cases is being done to establish a
trend regarding the nature of hearings that happen in each of these cases so as to advocate with the Media
and Members of Parliament with detailed information from the field to make a point about the arbitrariness
of the process.
As part of the study on Pellet Victims in Kashmir, case studies of victims are being collated by the researcher
and his team of volunteers, so as to have a wholesome understanding of the lives of people who became
victims of the Pellet Injuries. An effort is also being made to trace crowd control methods throughout the
country and in other countries to draw a comparison and to build a case against the use of Pellet Guns.
Regarding the work on Hate Crime, letters were sent to Nodal Officers as part of the Advocacy work to push
for better implementation of the Tehseen Poonawala Judgment on lynching. Also, consultation is being
planned with lawyers to determine the next steps in the strategy to pursue old cases on lynching and to
respond to new incidents of violence.
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